Myelin on the Mend

Can antibodies reverse the ravages of multiple sclerosis?

By KATHY A. FACKELMANN

The immune system may play both villainous and heroic roles in the molecular drama of multiple sclerosis (MS).

MS researchers have long worked from a partial script of the disease, in which the patient's white blood cells turn traitor, marshaling an attack on the myelin sheaths that cover nerve fibers in the brain and spinal cord. The destruction of these protective fatty sheaths short-circuits electrical impulses traveling along the nerve fibers, resulting in the weakness, numbness, tingling, vision disturbances and loss of muscle control that are the hallmarks of MS. Scientists have assumed the myelin damage was irreversible, but their script left a puzzling observation unresolved: In many MS patients, the disease takes an up-and-down course, with long periods of remission following acute attacks.

These remissions have led some investigators to suspect that the body was spurring repair of damaged myelin. Their expanded script now suggests that certain antibodies make valiant attempts to rebuild lost myelin but can't keep up with the ongoing ruin wrought by the white cells. In essence, they propose, one component of the immune system struggles to right the wrongs of another.

That scenario springs from a mouse study conducted at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn., prompted by earlier experiments with guinea pigs at Albert Einstein College of Medicine in New York City. In the January ANNALS OF NEUROLOGY, the Mayo team reports "unprecedented" experiments in which they gave specific antibodies to mice afflicted with a progressive, MS-like disease, prodding them to rebuild lost myelin. Although the rebuilt myelin appears thinner than the sheaths normally wrapping nerve fibers, it does seem to improve the transmission of neural impulses in the diseased animals, the researchers say.

These and other investigators caution that the new findings apply only to the animals tested, but the rodent results do hold out hope that researchers may someday develop similar treatments for human MS, which currently affects 500,000 people in the United States.

"It's not a cure," stresses Patricia A. O'Looney of the National Multiple Sclerosis Society in New York City. "But it is a promising first step."

Scientists have yet to unravel the underlying cause of MS. The leading theory depicts the disease as an autoimmune disorder in which T-lymphocytes and macrophages, important white-cell components of the immune system, mistakenly "chew up" the body's own tissue, in this case myelin. Some researchers believe exposure to a virus triggers the out-of-kilter immune response in people genetically predisposed to MS.

Whatever the cause, scientists do know that lost myelin gets replaced by scar-like ("sclerotic") tissue, which disrupts messages sent from the central nervous system to the rest of the body. The new studies demonstrate, however, that the myelin damage can be reversed in rodents. Some animals on the experimental treatments regained at least partial ability to walk, the researchers report.

"It would be asking for a miracle for all the mice to be up and running," says immunologist Vanda A. Lennon, a co-author of the Mayo study. While no one is claiming miracles, Lennon and neurologist Moses Rodriguez say some severely crippled mice improved "dramatically" after treatment with antibodies belonging to a class called immunoglobulin G (IgG), produced by white blood cells called B-lymphocytes.

In their experiments, Rodriguez and Lennon used mice infected with a microorganism called Theiler's murine encephalomyelitis virus, which induced progressive myelin destruction and MS-like symptoms.

The team randomly assigned severely diseased mice to treatment or control
may directly or indirectly stimulate cells called oligodendrocytes, which manufacture myelin. Another type of IgG, found in the bloodstream of people with Graves' disease, prods thyroid cells to continuously churn out excessive amounts of a hormone called thyroxine, which controls the rate at which chemical reactions occur in the body.

Alternatively, Rodriguez says the IgG identified in the Mayo study may work by blocking T-lymphocytes — the white cells suspected of orchestrating the battle against myelin. In that scenario, IgG's blocking ability could allow oligodendrocytes to catch up with the steady fraying of myelin, ultimately outpacing the disease process.

Raine says he can't explain the recovery mechanism, but he speculates that injections of these two myelin components may trigger the production of a specific kind of antibody, perhaps the IgG identified by the Mayo researchers. He and his co-workers are now developing a serum similar to that used in the guinea pig experiments, which they hope to use in safety trials with six human MS patients. Raine says he can't speculate on when the human trials might begin.

The Mayo researchers are also seeking treatments to spur myelin repair in humans, in this case by trying to mass produce the special IgG antibodies that helped the crippled mice. Rodriguez cautions that no one can say yet whether antibodies from mice would work against human MS. And, like Raine, he has no idea when human trials of such a treatment might begin.

"Obviously, patients would like to have some answer to hang their hopes on," says Byron Waksman, former vice president for research and medical programs at the National Multiple Sclerosis Society in New York City. Nonetheless, he says, "for a scientist to commit to an actual clinical test of a new treatment, he must be pretty confident that the results are generalizable to the clinic. If the results are not generalizable, then the scientist is probably wasting his time."

Raine acknowledges the need for such confidence. "We need positive results that are generalizable to MS patients before we can seriously consider a clinical trial," he says. And, like Rodriguez, he warns about the difficulty of translating basic research into a treatment for MS. "For a scientist to commit to an actual clinical test of a new treatment, he must be pretty confident that the results are generalizable to the clinic. If the results are not generalizable, then the scientist is probably wasting his time."

The finding that IgG promotes myelin regrowth will "infuse new thinking into the MS story," Lennon predicts. Researchers already knew that spinal-cord fluid removed from human MS patients contains high levels of IgG, but they believed IgG antibodies took part in the attack on myelin rather than its repair, Lennon adds. That assumption stemmed from knowledge about other autoimmune disorders such as myasthenia gravis, in which antibodies help destroy specific receptors on nerve and muscle cells, leading to extreme muscle weakness.

Lennon and Rodriguez admit they are far from unlocking the mechanism of IgG's myelin-restoring effect, but they speculate that the antibody they isolated for the MS study, "predicts," Lennon writes. 

"Difficult and in some cases impossible. Their ability to walk, Rodriguez told Science News. The researchers did observe, however, that the mice treated with either crude serum or purified IgG showed six times more new myelin than did diseased control mice receiving placebo shots. In addition, the total area of remyelination was greater in the treated mice. On average, 22 percent of the myelin-stripped areas in the central nervous system showed new myelin among IgG-treated mice, compared with about 4.2 percent in control mice.

Rodriguez used an electron microscope to study nerve fibers taken from the treated mice, finding that nearly all of the large-diameter fibers showed new myelin formation. Although the rebuilt sheaths were spare compared with the thick myelin sheaths of healthy mice, he says computer simulations by other research teams suggest that even thinly myelinated nerve fibers can conduct electrical impulses almost normally.

It's difficult to gauge improvement in animals that can't describe their symptoms. The researchers did observe, however, that most treated mice improved their ability to walk, Rodriguez told Science News. The control mice remained severely disabled, he says, with tremors and muscle weakness making walking difficult and in some cases impossible.

The finding that IgG promotes myelin regrowth will "infuse new thinking into the MS story," Lennon predicts. Researchers already knew that spinal-cord fluid removed from human MS patients contains high levels of IgG, but they believed IgG antibodies took part in the attack on myelin rather than its repair, Lennon adds. That assumption stemmed from knowledge about other autoimmune disorders such as myasthenia gravis, in which antibodies help destroy specific receptors on nerve and muscle cells, leading to extreme muscle weakness.

Lennon and Rodriguez admit they are far from unlocking the mechanism of IgG's myelin-restoring effect, but they speculate that the antibody they isolated for the MS study, "predicts," Lennon writes. However, they also observed that electrical impulses almost normally. myelinated nerve fibers can conduct impulses. The Mayo work builds on guinea pig studies reported in the October 1988 LABORATORY INVESTIGATION by Cedric S. Raine and his colleagues at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine. Whereas the Mayo team used a viral infection to mimic MS, Raine's team induced an autoimmune neurological disease by injecting animals with spinal-cord tissue containing myelin. Scientists say the differences in these two animal models of MS mirror the current uncertainty about what causes the disease in humans.

Raine and his co-workers knew that healthy guinea pigs injected with spinal-cord tissue develop a progressive, myelin-demolishing central nervous system disorder called experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis. Apparently the animals' white blood cells go after the injected myelin, but the cells also begin to view the body's own myelin as foreign tissue — a process that seems to approximate the course of human MS.

The Einstein group theorized that injecting a preparation containing two components of myelin — myelin basic protein and galactocerebroside — might elicit a myelin-restoring immune response in guinea pigs with already established disease. To test that hypothesis, they gave 44 guinea pigs with the chronic, MS-like disease 10 injections of myelin basic protein and galactocerebroside during a 30-day period. They observed the animals for about 18 months, then obtained spinal-cord tissue from selected individuals.

Tissue from treated guinea pigs showed "widespread proliferation of oligodendrocytes and "extensive" new myelin on nerve fibers previously stripped of their protective sheaths, the researchers report. After 15 months under observation, a control group of 18 untreated animals still had many stripped nerve fibers, showing scant evidence of remyelination.

Prior to treatment, the diseased guinea pigs appeared floppy, spastic and incontinent. In most cases, muscle control improved greatly after treatment, Raine reports. For example, one guinea pig with spastic hind legs regained most of its muscle control and walked normally after treatment, he says.

"The fact of the matter is we can reverse this disease [in animals]," Raine told Science News.
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